
Director’s Notebk Project !
DUE: May 17th (you will present during that week but notebook is due on May 17th) !
Overview: Students will be expected to create a director’s notebook for a a play of their 
choice.  The Notebook will contain sections each containing these items: general play 
analysis & vision, a director’s promptbook for one scene, a rehearsal schedule, a set 
design section, prop plot, costume plot, character makeup sketches/makeup plan, & 
other technical elements section. The Notebook should be in a three-ring binder/folder, 
and this assignment packet goes first in the notebook. ALL SECTIONS SHOULD BE 
TYPED.   
!
Play Analysis:  The play analysis should be a thorough exploration of the 
plot, themes, and characters in the ENTIRE play. The play analysis should be 
a statement of the director’s vision/CONCEPT for the production, and should 
detail any changes the director is going to make to setting, casting, running 
time, etc. 
!
Also include what drew you to this play, WHY do you think this will fulfill 
the vision of Leon Theatre? (Leon Theatre exists to intentional, 
respectfully, & excellently tell a more beautiful story that informs, 
infuses, inspires, involves, & improves ourselves & our audience.) 
!
Cast Analysis: A list of characters (double casting opportunities, any gender 
specific characters) and what you, as a director, are looking for in each 
character. 
!
Director’s Promptbook: This should be a copy of ONE key scene with key 
lines highlighted for cues, blocking written in, and detailed information about 
scene and set changes. 
!
Rehearsal Schedule: The rehearsal schedule is a calendar notated with 
specific rehearsal times for the entire show, and an explanation of rehearsal 
types.  It should include due dates for being off script, and times for costume 
fittings, tech rehearsals, scenery completion, etc. 



!
SET: ALL SET PIECES MUST FIT INTO A 6x9 FOOT 

SPACE & NOTHING OVER 8 FEET TALL. !
Set Design Sketch/Front Elevation: This should be a rendering of the set(s) 
as it looks from the audience perspective, and contains notes about the 
colors, materials, and placement of scenery furniture.  This is a global “artist’s 
conception” of the finished product, and does not need measurements. 
!
Set Ground Plan:  This should be a stage “blueprint” as seen from above for 
ONE of your set design sketches.  It needs to include the placement of 
scenery and furniture and approximate measurements. 
!
Prop Plot: This is a detailed list of props needed, broken down by scene for 
the ENTIRE PLAY.  This includes details about what the overall look is the 
director is trying to achieve, as well as specific requirements for the individual 
props.  It may include pictures or sketches of what the director is looking for 
in individual props. 
!
Costume Plot: The costume plot is a detailed list of costumes needed, 
broken down by scene for the ENTIRE PLAY.  This includes details about what 
the overall look is the director is trying to achieve, as well as specific 
requirements for the individual costumes.  It may include printed pictures or 
sketches of what the director is looking for in individual costumes. 
!
Makeup Sketches/plans: This is the guide for the makeup designer. It 
includes “artist’s conception” ideas for the character’s makeup and hair needs 
for the show.  
!
Any other Technical Needs/Lights/Sound/Special Effects: A list of any 
other Technical Needs for the show, specific sound effects, lighting, or special 
effects needed. 


